The log-transform has been ac onvenient choice in response time modelling on test items. However, motivated by adataset of the Medical College Admission Te st where the lognormal model violated the normality assumption, the possibilities of the broader class of Box-Coxtransformations for response time modelling are investigated. After an introduction and an outline of ab roader framework for analysing responses and response times simultaneously,t he performance of aB ox-Coxn ormal model for describing response times is investigated using simulation studies and ar eal data example.At ransformation-invariant implementation of the deviance information criterium (DIC) is developed that allows for comparing model fit between models with different transformation parameters. Showing an enhanced description of the shape of the response time distributions, its application in an educational measurement context is discussed at length.
Introduction
Recording response times (RTs) on test items is common practice nowadays. As aresult, besidest he responsep atterns, an additional source of information is available to test developersa nd testing agencies. For instance, RTs can be helpful in improvingt he design of atest or study the responsebehaviouroftest takers. However,anappropriate statistical treatment of the RTs is required before making any inferences.
Responsetime experiments have been amajor sourceofinferences about cognitive processesi ne xperimentalp sychology (Luce, 1986) . To illustrate thet ypeo f experiments and the kind of data that arise from them, we give the following three examples. Schmiedek, Oberauer,W ilhelm, Sü ss, and Wittmann (2007) performed experiments using simple speed tasks to study attention fluctuation and working memory. One of the experiments reported by these authors was av erbalclassification task whereparticipants had to classify singlewords into categories of animals or plants.
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Ratcliffa nd Rouder( 1998) performed experiments to study stimulus discrimination, whereparticipants had to classify the intensity of an array of pixels on amonitor as high or low.Anexample of atime pressurestudy of the well-known speed-accuracy tradeoff can be found in vand er Lubbe, Jaś kowski, Wauschkuhn, and Verleger (2001) . There, participants had to respond before the space between an inner circle and an outer circle was filled.T ypically, experiments like these consisto fm any repetitions of the same simple task. The data that arise from such experiments are the RTs (usually of the order of milliseconds) and accuracy measures (correct/incorrect). Forthe joint analysis of RT and accuracydatatraditional ANOVA methods have been used up till recently (vander Lubbe et al.,2 001), with inferences based on the mean RTs and the mean proportion correct scores. An approach that provides more detail on the analysis and relates RTs and accuracy explicitly is the diffusion model presented by Ratcliff( 1978) . Form ore recent references and approaches that are related to the diffusion model see, for instance, Ratcliffa nd Tuerlinckx (2002), Wagenmakers, van der Maas, and Grasman (2007) , and Browne and Heathcote (2008) .
In educational assessment, measurement had foralong time to be based on responsea ccuracy only.T his limitation was overcomew ith the introductiono f computerizedt est adminstration, which made the accurate collection of RTs feasible. This means that an additional source of information on test items and test takersh as becomea vailable. For instance, whens tudents are not motivated foratest, this might lead to lower RTs as ar esult of guessing behaviour,s omething that cannot be easily seen from accuracy data alone.T herefore, there is an eed to incorporate RTs into the analysis of test data and study responsesa nd RTs simultaneously.H owever,t here are some important differences in the data collection process compared to procedures in experimental psychology.First, in experimentalpsychology the RTs are linked directly to theoretical cognitive phenomenaw hich aree valuated, fori nstance, using elementary two-choicet asks, whereas in educational measurement the tasks( items) are of am uch higher cognitive complexity.A saresult, the observedR Ts are in the rangeo fs econdsu pt os ome minutes. Where experiments measured in milliseconds need to take account of al ower bound on the RTs, this can safelyb ei gnored in educational measurement due to the size of the measurements.A lso, in educational assessment multiple items are administered that are answered only once, contraryt o the within-subject replications found in experimentalp sychology.T hese differences lead to asomewhat differentapproach to the joint modelling of RTs and accuracy data on test items than that mentioned above.
In educational testing, item responset heory( IRT) models have served as measurement models foralatent construct, ability,w hich is assumed to underlie the accuracy data. Very different from the diffusion model, RTs are not included in IRT models. Instead, it will be assumed that individual differences between test takersi n their observed RTs result from differences in speed. Thatis, speed will be assumed to be the latent construct underlying the RTs and aseparate measurement model is required form easuring it. At ah igher (second) level the relationships betweent he two measurement models aremodelled to account forpossible dependencies between the RTs and the accuracyd ata. Thisl eads to af rameworko fm odelling that allows fort he simultaneous analysis of RTs and accuracy data on test items.IRT models have been well developed, but models forR Ts have had much less attention in the psychometric literature. In this paper,motivated by an empirical problem, we focus on models forRTs that are flexible in their distributional shapes and fit well into the frameworkf or the simultaneous analysis of responses and RTs.
Typically,R Ts are non-negative and, as ar esult, their distribution is positively skewed. Varioust ypes of distributions are able to describe such data and have been extensivelys tudied,f or instance, in the field of lifetime modelling. Examples are the Poisson, gamma, Weibull, inverse normal, exponentialand lognormal distributions. For discussions on the use of these distributions form odelling RTs in psychometric applications, the reader is referred to Maris( 1993) , Roskam (1997) , Rouder,S un, Speckman, Lu, and Zhou (2003) , Thissen (1983 ),v an Breukelen (1995 ),S chnipke and Scrams(1997 and van der Linden (2006) .Inpractice, it is difficulttodetermine which distribution would fit the RT data best. The lognormal model has been a convenient choice,with good results in terms of model fit (Thissen, 1983; Schnipke & Scrams, 1997; van der Linden, Scrams &S chnipke, 1999; van der Linden, 2006) . Besides,i tp ermits the use of the nice statistical properties of an ormal model fort he log-transformed RTs. Anormal model easily allows fordecomposition of the mean into item and person effects. Vand er Linden (2006) introduced al ognormal model for describing RTs.
Nevertheless, the analysis of ac omputerized version of the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) revealed that the log-transformed RTs do not always satisfy the normality assumption (Section 6.2).ABayesian residual analysis indicated that the skewness of the RT distributions was not always captured well fort he MCATd ata. In such cases, it would be desirable to evaluate the fit of the model against other distributions.F or instance, ag ammam odel might be more appropriate ford escribing the structure of the skewness (Maris, 1993) .B ut fitting and evaluating differentR T models can be laboriousa nd is not desirable from ap ractical perspective. Am ore general approach ford escribing any RT distribution would be preferred.
The Box-Coxt ransformation has been widely used to model skewed distributions. For instance,i tfi nds application in lifetime/failure time models in industrya nd in the empirical determination of functional relationshipsi nt he field of economics. Nonetheless,tothe authors' knowledge,ithas not found application in the psychometric literature of response time modelling. Therefore, the class of Box-Cox transformations is considered in this study.Using awhole class of transformationsgives the researcher more freedomi na nalysing responset ime data. It allows one to choose an appropriate transformation in order to obtain normally distributed data. Box and Cox (1964) proposed ap ower transformation as af unction of an unknown parameter n ,w hich contains the log-transformasaspecial case:
where T denotes the originaltime and T ð n Þ denotes the Box-Cox transformed time. Note that the logtransformfor n ¼ 0isdefined in order to obtain afamily of transformations over acontinuous rangeof n .
To illustrate the flexibility in shape of the Box-Cox density,consider responsetimes T that follow aB ox-Cox normal density with parameters( n , l , t 2 ), n -0, given by:
An impression of the differents hapes this density can takei sg iven in Figure 1 . For ð l ; t Þ¼ð6 ; 1 Þ ,the density f ( t )isplotted fors ome values of n [ ð 0 ; 1 over arange of T [ ½ 0 ; 80 . Besides flexibility,itisinteresting to evaluate its benefits with respect to model fit as well as the interpretation of the parametersand its behaviour in alarger frameworkfor the simultaneous analysis of responsesa nd RTs. Below,t he modelling frameworki s introduced first, followed by the methodofestimation. Thereafter,the problem of how to obtain the moments of the Box-Cox distribution is discussed. These moments are helpful in characterizing, fori nstance, the skewness of the RT distributions. The presentation of af ew tools fore valuating the fit of the model is then followed by empirical examples as well as simulation studies that addresst he researchq uestions above. Ad iscussion of the advantagesa nd disadvantages of the Box-Cox approachf or modelling RTs concludes this paper.
Af ramework for the simultaneous analysis of responses and response times
The interest of researchersi so ften focusedo ns tudying responses or responset imes alone. However,since bothdata sources contain information on the sameitems and test takers, it can be advantageous to study them simultaneously.F or instance, the interest may be in the relationship between speed and accuracy of test takersorthe testing of the commonassumption that moredifficult items also are more time intensive. Therefore, af rameworkt hat allows form odelling dependencies between responses and RTs is outlined here.
Measurement models at level 1separate the variability in the observed responses and RTs into item and person effects. Just like ability, the speed of the test takersisassumed
Figure1. Box-Cox normal densities as afunction of the transformation parameter n [ ð 0 ; 1 Þ and with fixed mean and variance l ¼ 6, t 2 ¼ 1. The density with the leftmost and highest peak is n ¼ : 05, the flattest density is the one with n ¼ 1.
to be the underlying construct fort he RTs. Further,i ti sa ssumed that the speed and ability of the test takersare fixed during the test. This assumption leads to conditional independence of the responses and RTs of atest taker given the latent traits, which is a keyf eature of this model. At level 2, ac orrelation structure modelst he dependencies between the level 1model parameters.
Not only can the Box-Cox normal model improve the description of the skewness of the data but, due to the transformation to normality,i ta lso fits this hierarchical frameworkn icely.C ontraryt oaWeibull or gammaR Tm odel, the Box-Cox model allows the use of easy to implement conjugate normal models fort he item and person parametersa tl evel 2, which enables as traightforward Gibbs sampling approach for estimation of the model parametersa swell.
Response model
In IRT,itisassumed that the variability in observedresponsepatterns on test items can be separated into item and person effects. Within an item, the variability between the responses of differenttest takersresults from differences in their ability,d enoted by u . The higher one'sability,the higher the probability of giving acorrect response. Within a test, thereare differences between items regarding their difficulty.The probability that a test taker answersanitem correctly dependsonthe difference between the difficulty b of the item and his or her ability.The way the item distinguishes between test takersof different ability is described by the discrimination parameter a .
Assuming that the probability that person i ¼ 1 ;:::; N answersitem k ¼ 1 ;:::; K correctly ( Y ik ¼ 1) follows the two-parameter normal ogive model,
where
The model is given in its latent variable form forcomputational convenience, as introduced by Albert (1992) .
Response-time model
Analogously,itisassumed that the variability in observedRTpatternsontest items can be separated into item and person effects. For instance, it neverhappens that agroup of test takersfinish the test in the sametime. Some persons are working faster than others. This leads to the assumption that, within an item, the variability in responset imes results from differences in speed of working of the test takers. Therefore, apersonality trait forspeed is introduced, denoted by z .Thatis, the speed parameterisassumed to be the underlying construct forthe RTs, just as the ability parameter is forthe responses. It is assumed that during atest, aperson works at afixed speed.Ingeneral, within atest, test takersdonot spend equaltime on the items. Some items require more time to solve (it is often assumed that this concerns the moredifficultitems). As an example, solving 2 þ 5 ¼ ?i nvolves fewer steps than solving 2 þ 5 þ 7 ¼ ?a nd,t herefore, it can be expected that the latter is more time intensive. To represent these differences in time intensity of items,anitem parameter l is introduced. This parameter can be seenasthe time analogue of the difficulty parameter.T he parameter f reflectst he way the item distinguishes between test takersofd ifferentspeed levels. The generalization to aBox-Cox normal model then leadstoalinear model fort he transformed RTs:
ð 2 Þ For notationalc onvenience, the superscript will be dropped and T ik will denote the Box-Cox transformed time from now on.
Second-level models
At the second level of modelling, the person parameters are assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution. Let j i ¼ðu i ; z i Þ ,t hen:
where m P ¼ðm u ; m z Þ and the covariance structureiss pecified by
Here, r denotes the covariance between the two person parameters. Apositive estimate for r indicates apositive dependence between ability and speed, meaning that aperson who works faster than averagea lso tendstoh ave an above-average ability. Similarly,i tc an be assumed that the item parameters follow am ultivariate normal
where m I ¼ðm a ; m b ; m f ; m l Þ and the covariance structure is specified by This covariance structure allowsfor the investigation of dependencies between the item parameters. Forinstance, one can test the common assumptionthat more difficult items also takemoretime to solve. Doing so would amount to evaluating the null hypothesis
Bayesian estimation using an MCMC method
The model is estimated by means of af ully Bayesian approach using straightforward Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. In aB ayesian approach, inferences are made from the posterior distribution p ( u j x ). Using Bayes' rule, the posterior is obtained from the observed data x ,ar ealizationo f X , f ( x j u ), combinedw ith available prior information,specifiedas p ( u ). An introduction to Bayesian inference can be found, for instance, in Box and Tiao (1973) . Estimation of the posterior distributions of the model parametersrequires evaluating integrals, which, analytically, forcomplexmodels, can be an impossibletask. Asolution to this problem is to use simulations to approximate the densities. Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, such as the Gibbs sampler (Geman &Geman, 1984) and the MetropolisHastingsalgorithm (Chib &Greenberg, 1998) ,are useful fordrawing samples from the posterior distributions of the model parameters. Although computationally intensive, these methodsr emain straightforward whenm odel complexity increases.G elman, Carlin,S tern, and Rubin ( 2004) provide an introduction to MCMC methods; am ore advanced text is Roberta nd Casella (1999) .
Since our interest is in the Box-Cox normal RT model, the sampling steps fort he transformation parameter and the RT model parametersa re given explicitly below. Sampling of the other model parametersi so utlined in Appendix A.
Identification
The RT model can be identified by setting E ( z ) ¼ 0, which fixes the mean. By specifying
Identification of the hierarchical model can be obtained by fixing the location of the latent traits by m P ¼ 0 .Further,the scale of the ability trait can be fixed in two ways: by setting either s
Sampling the Box-Coxp arameter
An ormal model fort he transformed responset imes is assumed. The likelihood with respect to the originalresponset imes is given by
where t * denotes the originalr esponse times and J ð n ; t * Þ the Jacobian of the transformation. For n ¼ 0, the Jacobian equals t * 2 1 ;w hen n -0, it equals t * ð n 2 1 Þ . Differentp riorsf or n weres tudied by Box and Cox (1964) , However,t hese were outcome dependent; that is, theyw ere wasd ependent on the observations.P ericchi (1981)did propose non-informative priorsfor the transformation parameter that where not outcome dependent. However,these priorswere derived in ordertoobtain analytic results on the value of n . Am ain problem is that there does not seem to exist ac onjugate prior for n (to the authors' knowledge), so aG ibbs sampling step fort he parameter is not feasible. However,for asampling-based approach, the choice of afamily of priorsisless critical. For that reason aMetropolis-Hastings (MH) step is proposed,the advantage being that any chosenprior for n is easily implemented in the MH step. At iteration m ,anew value n *, sampled from ap roposal density f ð n * j n Þ ,i sa ccepted with probability
. When the optimal transformation is the logartihm,the distribution should converge to E ( n ) ¼ 0. However,a lthough ap osteriorm eano fa pproximately 0c an be obtained, av alue of n ( m ) ¼ 0w ill practically never be sampled since it has probability 0. To accommodate the log-transform, consider acritical value C such that when j n
¼ 0with probability .5. Tuning of the value of C is required, whereby (based on our experience) avalue of .05 can be considered agood starting point.
Sampling the item and person parameters
Below the conditional posterior distributions of the person and items parametersofthe RT model are presented. Together with the sampling step fort he transformation parameter,t hese stepsconstitute the MCMC algorithm fort he RT model.
. The person speed parameters z aret he parameterso ft he linear regression of 2 T i þ l on f .A ssuming an ormal prior z i , N ð m z ; s 2 z Þ ,t he resulting posterior is again normal with
The item parameters ð f ; l Þ are the coefficients of the regression of T k on X ¼ð2 z ; 1 Þ . Assuming anormal prior, f k ; l k , N ð m f ; l ; f ; l Þ ; the posterior distribution is given by
For the residual variance t 2 k ,aconjugate inverse gammaprior with parameters InvGamma ( g 1 , g 2 )i sa ssumed. The posterior is thena gain an inverse gamma distribution with parameter
Moments of the response-time distributions
We will use the first three moments aboutz ero of the distributions to assess the differences betweenthe lognormal and Box-Cox normal models. More specifically,itis expected that these models will differ in their third moment, which characterizes the skewness of the distribution. Therefore, only the estimation of the first three moments of the distributions is considered in this study.
How to obtain the moments of the lognormal distribution is well known. However,the moments of the Box-Cox normal distribution are not so straightforward to estimate, exceptfor some specific transformations, such as n ¼ 2or n ¼ 0 : 5. Freeman and Modarres (2006) 
for n -0. Moreover,t heys howed that these moments can be approximatedb y 
)). Theser esults will be used to approximatethe moments of the distributions.
From these rawm oments,t he second central moment, which corresponds to the variance, and the third standardized moment, which is am easure of the skewness of the distribution, are obtained.
Evaluating model fit
Model fit will be evaluated using two methods: (i) Baysian residual analysis by evaluating the posterior probabilities under the model, and (ii) ad eviance information criterion (DIC).
The transformed values t ij areevaluated under their predictive density under the RT model. Subsequently,the probability P ð T ik , t ik j y ; t Þ can be approximated by
from the M iterations of the MCMC chain. Now,the probability integral transformation theorem (e.g.C asella &B erger,2 002) implies that under the true model these probabilities are distributedas U ð 0 ; 1 Þ .This feature allows evaluation of the model fit. To do so, the calculated probabilities of the items are plotted against their expected values under the U ð 0 ; 1 Þ distribution. If the underlying distribution reallyis U ð 0 ; 1 Þ ,these plots should be approximately linear. Graphical model checking can be veryhelpful in understanding in what wayafitted model departs from the data. However,graphical comparison of two competing models can be difficultw hen theya re close. Also, the proposed graphical checkd oes not penalize formodel complexity.Therefore, the DIC (Spiegelhalter,Best, Carlin, &van der Linde,2 002), which does accountf or model complexity,s hould be estimated as well. Besides being auseful test statistic formodel comparison, it has the advantage that it is easily obtained as aby-product of the MCMC chain.
The deviance D ð t ; f ; l ; n ; z Þ is given by:
where J ik denotes the Jacobian of the transformation,which is ð t ik Þ 2 1 when n ¼ 0and ð t ik Þ ð n k 2 1 Þ when n k -0, with t ik the originalo bservation. The DIC is equalt ot he deviance plus apenalty termf or model complexity,a nd is given by ; l ; n ; z Þjt * Þ : Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) reportthat when using the posterior median instead of the posterior mean to estimate the DIC, the termf or model complexity is invariant to transformations. However,t he DIC is constructed from al ikelihood-based termp lus the correctionf or model complexity.Differenttransformationsleadtodifferentscales of the data and thusaffect the likelihood. The Jacobiano ft he transformation is to guarantee that all DIC values correspond to one commons cale (the original time scale).A saresult, this DIC allows the comparison of model fit ford ifferenttransformations.
Flexibility of the Box-Coxn ormal model
To illustrate the possibilities of the Box-Cox approach formodelling responsetimes on test items,two examples are given here. In the first example, it will be shown that the Box-Cox normal model can approximate data resulting from Weibull, gammaa nd exponential models. The second example analyses an empirical data set and shows that model fit can be improved when the lognormal model is generalized to aB ox-Cox normal model.
Approximation of Weibull, gammaand exponential data
The aim of this example is to show that if the true underlying distribution of the RTs is gamma, Weibull or exponential, the Box-Cox normal distribution can be ag ood approximation to the RTs.
For our example, we used the empirical mean and variance of the RTs of three items: The first was obtained from aRaven test taken by 300German army recruits forwhich ð mean; varÞ¼ð64; 1766Þ .The second was from acomputerized version of the MCATfor which ð mean; varÞ¼ð190; 4904Þ seconds. Rouder et al. (2003) used aW eibull distribution to model reaction times and report at ypicale stimate fort he shape parameter of 2. This value was used forthe third item. The parametersfor the gamma, Weibull and exponential distribution were chosensoastocorrespond closely with the estimated means and variances of the selected items.
Subsequently,10,000 data points were simulated under these models, and the BoxCox normal model was fitted to the data. From the Box-Cox normal model parameter estimates obtained, the density function was plotted togetherwith the density function of the true underlying distribution. The lognormal density was plottedo nt he same figures; see Figures 2-4. Furthermore,e stimates of the DIC criteriona sw ell as the moments of these distributions were obtained. Table 1summarizes the results.
As can be seen from the figures, the Box-Cox normal model approximated the three chosen distributions quite well. Both the regions of highestd ensity as well as the tails of the distributions are captured.O nly fort he exponential model didt he lognormal and Box-Cox normal models have problems describing the density near 0. From Table 1i tc an be seen that the means of the lognormal and Box-Cox densities were quite close, using (6). However,t herew ere especially sharp differences in the skewness of the distributions.I na ll cases, the lognormal distribution was more skewed to the right than the Box-Cox normal distribution. For each distribution, one example is given in Figures 2-4 . The lognormal model distributionw as more peaked. According to the DIC criterion, the best descriptions of the data were obtained with the Box-Cox normal model. Of course, this does not prove that the Box-Cox model is well suited to approximating all possible gammaorW eibull models. However,the aim of this example was to show that, foratypical rangeofR Ts, the Box-Cox model does provideagood approximationt os uch data.
Empirical example
For this example, the data of 405 test takerson214 items from acomputerized version of the MCATw erea nalysed. Six items were omitted from the data set because the algorithmshowed convergence problems forthem. For the remaining items, only afew observationsweremissing (less than 1%). These were assumedtobemissing at random and were ignoredi nt he estimation procedure. Preliminarya nalysis showed that the time discrimination parameter didn ot varya cross items using the DIC criterion. The analyses reported below weret herefore conducted under the restriction f ¼ 1. 
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Twom odels were fitted to the data: model M 1 with the restriction n ¼ 0 (lognormal model) and the more general Box-Cox model M 2 with n -0. The prior for the person parameterswas fixed at amean of m z ¼ 0(foridentification) and had a(lowinformative) variance of s 2 z ¼ 10. For the item parameters, (low-informative) priors ð m l ; s l Þ¼ð 0 ; 10Þ werec hosen. Since the values for n are usually within the rangeo f ½ 2 1 ; 1 ,aslightly informative uniform U ð 2 4 ; 4 Þ density was specified as prior. The models were estimated using 100,000 iterationso ft he MCMC algorithm, from which every10th sample was stored. The reason fordoingsoistoreduce the autocorrelation between the draws of the transformation and item parameters. The draws of the transformation parameter affect the mean and variance of the distribution on the transformed time scale and therefore influence l k and t k .I ta ppeared sufficient to discard the first 1,000 storeds amples and base the estimates of the model parameters and the model fit criteria on the remaining 9,000 samples. Rerunning the algorithm with different starting values confirmed convergenceo ft he chains. Table 2g ives the estimated DIC fore ach model. It can be seen that M 2 should be favoured over the more restricted model M 1 .Atthe item level, the graphical model check suggested an improvement of model fit fort he majority of the items fort he Box-Cox model. The .95 highestp osterior density region of the transformation parameter was estimated as (.19, .21) . Since the DIC wascalculated by summing the devianceterms over the items, it wasstraightforward to obtain the estimates of the DIC at the item level as well. Fromthese results,itfollowed that model M 2 wasselected by the DIC over M 1 for 174 of the 214 items.
The graphical posterior check suggested that the lognormal model assigned somewhatm orew eight to the middle region and somewhat less to the tailso ft he distributions.P lotting the estimated densities of the threem odels fors ome items confirmed this impression; the plots showed that the density of the Box-Cox model was less peaked near its highestd ensity region and has somewhat wider tails than the lognormal model. On average, these difference resulted in an improved descriptiono f this data set.
Item-specific transformation parameters
The flexibility of the RT model may be improved further by making the transformation parameter item-specific.W ee xplored this possibility mainly fort heoretical reasons but observe that item-specific transformationsa lso lead to item-specific time scales. As discussedb elow,w etherefore expect the applicability to be low.
Usingt he DIC, thei ntroductiono ft he item-specific transformation( model M 3 ) resulted in improved modelfitfor 150items.Exceptfor 17 items, theestimates of theDIC criterionsuggested that theimprovement in model M 3 relative to model M 1 wassignificant. The. 95 highestp osteriord ensity regions of thet ransformation parameters n were consistent with theser esults as well (zeron ot beingc ontained within theser egions). Overall, theD IC fort he complete data setd ecreased to 820,963f or M 3 .A lthougha n improvement, thedecreasewas smallerthanfor thetransitionfrom M 1 t o M 2 (see Table2) .
In order to illustrate the effect of the Box-Coxt ransformation fort his real-data example, three cases are given in Figures 5-7 .T hese cases werec hosen because they reflected arangeofparameter values for n k .Itcan be seen that, fori tem 86, there was no noticeable difference between the two competing models even though the DIC criterion suggested aslight loss of model fit forthe Box-Cox model. On the other hand, the Box-Cox model showed substantial improvement foritem 4. Foritem 15, the result was between the two otheri tems and pointed to as light improvement in our description of the data. Box-Cox (item-specific) 820963
Model interpretation and selection
It is interesting to determine the effects of the different transformations on the interpretation of the RT model parameters. These should help to guide our choice of model ford ifferent types of analyses. Upon transformation,the RTs are assumed to follow anormal model. In educational testing,itisnatural to assume variability across persons as well as items. Differences in the times required to solve the items are reflectedbythe time intensities l k of the items. That is, if item 1ismoretime intensive than item 2, this will be reflected by l 1 . l 2 .From (2),it can be seen that then the expected RTs on item 1will be higher than those on item 2as well: E ð T l 1 Þ . E ð T l 2 Þ ,w hich holds fore very z .F or the speed parameters, the relationship with the expected RTs is negative. That is, if person 1has aspeed of working z 1 greater than person 2w ith speed z 2 ,t hen fore very item E ð T z 1 Þ , E ð T z 2 Þ .T he discrimination parameter f does notaffect these relationships. It only controls the rate of decreaseinexpected RT on an item forone step of increase in speed of atest taker.
For n k ¼ n , k ¼ 1 ;:::; K (that is, one common transformation parameter fora ll items in the test), the interpretation above holds. All parametersa re on the same transformed time scale, so it does not makeany difference whether n ¼ 0or n -0. Also, the sign of the relationships between ð u ; z Þ or ð a ; f Þ ,m odelled at the second level, remains the same. Note, however,that the interpretations of time intensity and speed of the parametersdonot holdfor the original time scale. Forinstance,two items on the logtime scale both with l ¼ 3, but with t Thingsa re differentf or item-specific transformations, that is, when n k -n , k ¼ 1 ;:::; K .T heset ransformationsr esult in item-specific scales. As ar esult, it is impossible to interpret differences between the item parameter estimates directly as differences betweeni tem characteristics. To do so, an extra scaling step would be required. Observe that forR Ts on multiple tests, each with their own transformation, the samep roblem occursa nd as caling step would be required as well. Although the scale of the item varies under transformations, it can be seen that fortwo persons with z 1 . z 2 their expected RTs (on any item) are stillordered by E ð T z 1 Þ , E ð T z 2 Þ ,regardless of the transformation. So, by definition, the ranking of the speed parametersisinvariant under these transformations. Thus, item-specific transformations do affect the scale of the population distribution, s 2 z ,aswell as the covariance between abilityand speed. But theyd on ot lead to interpretative difficulties fort he speed parameterso rt he dependency betweena bilitya nd speed.
In practice,however,difficulties might arise in the case of missing data. Even when the missing data are ignorable, the analysis may still result in differentscales fordifferent test takers: as the scale is item-specific,atest taker who misses an item immediately works on ad ifferent speed scale.
In conclusion, the following practical guidelines can be given:
. The case of acommon transformation parameter forall items in atest maintains the interpretation of the RT model parameters. It gives the researcher the freedomtofit different distributional shapes to the RT data and admits comparisons between the person and the item parameter estimates fort he test. . When the interest is in parametere stimates form ultiple tests, the transformation parameter should be restrictedtobecommon to all tests. Then all parameters are on the samescale, and no additional equating of scale is necessarytomake comparisons. . More general item-specific transformationsare usually of main interest whenthe focus is on inferences with respect to the ranking of the person parameters. The item parametersa re not directly comparable and would require rescaling to ac ommon scale first. An example where the item-specific transformation might be of interest is the study of possible aberrantbehaviouroftest takers, forwhich van der Linden and Guo (2008) presented an approach based on residual analysis. Then, the focus is on the individual person-item combinations and model fit is important to avoid misleading conclusions.
Discussion
Transformations to normality have obvious and much exploited advantagesf or the statisticalm odelling of non-normal data. Form odelling responset imes in a psychometric application, the log-transformh as proven to be useful. However,t his study was motivated by ad ata set forw hich the lognormal model was not able to capture certain aspects of the data. Therefore, the class of Box-Cox transformations was considered, which allows form orefl exibilityi nt he descriptiono ft he data. The examples illustrated how the Box-Cox transformation parameter affects the shape of RT distributions and, as aresult, improves the descriptiono ft he data. In Section 2, the full modelling frameworkf or responses and RTs on test items was developed to place the RT model in ab roader context. As trong feature of the Box-Cox model is that its transformation of the data leaves the standard modelling frameworki ntact.
In educational testing, it makessense to decompose observedRTs into item effects (time intensity) and personeffects (speed). Therefore, the parametersofthe RT model presented in (2) have aclear interpretation in an educational context. Also, its conjugacy with the multivariate normal level-2 models fort he person and item parameters allows fors traightforward modelling of the dependencies between the parameters in the level-1 models (van der Linden, 2007; Fox, Klein Entink, &van der Linden, 2007) .
Transforming the data instead of the model parametersp rovides the flexibility of using differentd istributional shapesf or the RTs, while the MCMC algorithmi se asily extended with an additional sampling step. On the otherhand, forinstance,the use of a more flexiblet hree-parameter Weibulld istributioni nsteado ft he Box-Cox transformation would require the replacemento ft he MCMC stepsf or the current normal RT model by much more complicated procedures since the conjugacy between the level-1 and level-2 models is then lost.
A.3. MCMCa lgorithm Estimation of all model parametersf or the full hierarchical frameworkp roceeds as follows:
Step 1 .Sample augmented responsedataaccording to (1),given the values forthe item and ability parameters.
Step 2 .S ample values fort he item parameterf rom p ð V k j Z k ; j ; m I ; I Þ for k ¼ 1 ;:::; K .Aproduct of an ormal likelihooda nd an ormal prior again leads to a normal posterior distribution. So,from (8) and (4),itf ollows that
Step 3 .S ample values fort he ability speed parametersf rom am ultivariate normal distribution. Analogous to Step 2, the fullc onditional posteriord istribution is constructedf rom am ultivariate normal likelihood, (7) and am ultivariate normal prior distribution as
Step 4 .F or ther esidualv ariance t 2 k ,ac onjugate inverse gammap rior with parameters Inv-Gammað g 1 ; g 2 Þ is assumed. The posteriori st hen againa n inverse gammad istributionw ith parameter
Step 5 .Drawanew value for n from aproposaldensity w ð n * j n Þ and accept the drawwith the probability specified in (5).
Step 6 .T he hyperprior parametersa re related to am ultivariate normal model fort he person parameters, m P ; P ,oramultivariate model fort he item parameters, ð m I ; I Þ .
*
Thefullconditional posterior distributionof ð m I ; I Þ hasanormalinverse Wishart distribution(e.g. Gelman et al. ,2004) .Itfollows that
Similarly, thefullconditional of P is an inverseWishart with parameters N þ y P andscale parameter
Appendix B. Simulation
To illustrate the parameterr ecoveryf or the algorithmf or the full hierarchical framework, as imulation study wasp erformed. We simulated responses under the two-parameter logistic model and RTs under the RT model with n ¼ 0.3 for1 ,000test takersanswering 20 items.The ability and speed parameterswererandomly drawn from u i , N ð 0 ; 1 Þ ; z i j u i , N ð 0 ; 1 Þ with r ¼ : 5(seeequation (3)). The item parameterswere randomly drawn according to: a k , N ð 1 ; 0 : 1 Þ ; b k , N ð 0 ; 1 Þ , l k , N ð 10; 2 Þ and the time discrimination parametersw ere generated from f k , N ð 2 ; 0 : 3 Þ and subsequently standardized to ensure that Q K k ¼ 1 f k ¼ 1. The model wasi dentified by setting m P ¼ 0 ; s 2 u ¼ 1a nd Q K k ¼ 1 f k ¼ 1. The prior variance s 2 z was chosen to be non-informative and was set to 100, the prior covariance between abilityand speed was chosen to be r 0 ¼ 0. Priorsfor the item parameterswere non-informative as well and werec hosent ob e m I 0 ¼ð1 ; 0 ; 1 ; 0 Þ and ad iagonal matrix with 10 on its diagonal fort he prior covariance matrix. Thati s, we assumed prior independence between the responsea nd RT model parameters.
The algorithm was runf or 100,000 iterations of which everyt enth was stored to account fora utocorrelation induced by the Box-Cox transformation,s ince the transformation affects the mean and variance of the RT distribution.F rom the stored samples,the first 1,000werediscardedasburn-in.The simulated (true) values and the re-estimated values (expected ap osteriori, EAP) plus standard deviations of the model parametersa re given in Table B1 .G raphical inspection of the re-estimated abilitya nd speed parameterss howed that their values were in good agreement with their true values. The EAP estimate of the transformation parameter was E ð n Þ¼0 : 309 and its .95 highestposterior density region was estimated to be (0.293,0.323), which includes the true value of n ¼ 0 : 3. It canbeseen that forthis example the parameter recoveryofthe algorithmw as good, even with am oderate number of items. 
